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Page 7: Your views on the proposal

Q1. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal of giving children equal protection
from assault by prohibiting all physical punishment of children?
Fully Supportive
Please explain the reasons for your response
Children should have testament protection under the law as adults.

Q2. Could the aims of the proposal be better delivered in another way (without a Bill in the Scottish
Parliament)?
No
Please explain the reasons for your response
No but the issue is complicated and criminalisation of parents can worsen some fairy situation.

Q3. What do you think would be the main advantages, if any, of giving children equal protection from
assault by prohibiting all physical punishment of children?
Demonstrating respect for children. Showing that society does not regard the child as second class
citizens or the property of adults.

Q4. What do you think would be the main disadvantages, if any, of giving children equal protection from
assault by prohibiting all physical punishment of children?
Education would be required to teach parenting without resort to physical
Punishment. Sometimes criminalisation of parents an be destructive to fairies.

Page 11: Financial implications
Q5. Taking account of both costs and potential savings, what financial impact would you expect the
proposed Bill to have?
Significant increase in cost
Please explain the reasons for your response
Initial investment in support and education of adults.

Page 12: Equalities

Q6. What overall impact is the proposed Bill likely to have on the following protected groups (under the
Equality Act 2010): race, disability, sex, gender re-assignment, age, religion and belief, sexual orientation,
marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity?
Please explain the reasons for your response
Difficult for some people whose culture allows physical chastisement but tat shud. It prevent condemnation
of it by society.

Q7. Could any negative impact of the proposed Bill on any of these protected groups be minimised or
avoided?
Education - preparation for change in law.

Page 14: Sustainability of the proposal
Q8. Do you consider that the proposed Bill can be delivered sustainably i.e. without having a
disproportionate economic, social and/or environmental impact?
Yes
Please explain the reasons for your response:
What does dis proportionate mean what is proportionate about allowing assault of children?

Page 15: General
Q9. Do you have any other comments or suggestions on the proposal?
The sanctions for breaking the law need to be carefully thought trough.

